
Monday  4/20 Tuesday 4/21 Wednesday 4/22 Thursday 4/23 Friday 4/24

Warm 
Up

 “z” crown from letter packet Worksheet from letter “z” packet Worksheet from letter “z” packet Worksheet from letter “z” 
packet

Worksheet from letter “z” 
packet

Writing -make an “z”  circle map and 
draw a picture for each word
-

-Click on the links below to help 
think of “z” words for your circle 
map
https://safeYouTube.net/w/Fko7 
https://safeYouTube.net/w/3no7 

- “z” can be tricky so use words 
that start and end with “z”

-Choose 2 words from your circle 
map and write one sentence for 
each. 

-Remember capitals, end marks, 
and finger spaces.

-Phonics book (purple book) pg 52
(do only the “z” portion of the 
page)

-Click the link for writing lesson

Main idea: Who? Did What?

-Find a picture of a person or 
animal doing something  in a 
magazine, book, etc. 

-write a sentence that tells who 
is in the picture and what they 
are doing. 

-remember to include detail

-Remember capitals, end marks, 
and finger spaces.

Main Idea: Character from your 
favorite book 
-Turn to a page in the book

-in your own words write a 
sentence about what your 
character is doing in the picture

-Remember to spell using all the 
sounds that you hear.

-Free write Friday:

-Click the link for writing 
lesson
-You can write anything you 
like: a letter, a list, a 
sentence about pizza, 
practice your alphabet, 
write your rainbow words

Break GoNoodle Get up and stretch GoNoodle Move around (dance, stretch, 
Youtube brain break, etc.)

GoNoodle

Reading -Shared Reading Book 9/10::
 Pgs. 4-5 

-follow directions on bottom of 
pg. 4

-Amplify Reading (15 min.)

-Shared Reading Book 9/10:
 Pg . 5

-draw a picture of something Max did 
in the story and write a  sentence to 
match on  pg. 21

-Amplify Reading or Epic  (15 min.)

-Shared Reading Book 7/8: 
 Pgs 10-11

-follow directions on bottom of pg. 
10
-draw a picture of something you 
can do to help the earth and write a 
sentence to match on pg. 11

-Amplify Reading (15 min.)

-Shared Reading Book 9/10: 
 Pg  6-7

-follow directions on bottom of 
pg. 6

-Amplify Reading or Epic  (15 
min.)

-Shared Reading Book 9/10: 
Pg.  7

-Draw a picture of two people 
trading something and write a 
sentence to match.

-Amplify Reading (15 min.)

Break Get up and stretch Move around (dance, stretch, 
Youtube brain break, etc.)

GoNoodle Get up and stretch Move around (dance, 
stretch, Youtube brain 
break, etc.)
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Math -Eureka math book Module 5 
tab: pgs: 18-19

-Zearn (10-15)

-Count a collection

-Eureka math book Module 5 tab: 
pgs: 32-33

-watch the link below to help with 
you today's lesson
https://safeYouTube.net/w/YQo7 

-ST Math (15-20 min.)

-Count a collection

-Eureka math book Module 5 tab: 
pgs: 34 and 41

-Zearn (10-15 min)

-Count a collection

-Eureka math book Module 5 
tab: pgs: 50-51

-watch the link below to help 
with you today's lesson
https://safeYouTube.net/w/eTo7 

-ST Math (15-20 min)

-Count a collection

-Eureka math book Module 5 
tab: pgs: 52 and 67

-Zearn (10-15 min)

-Count a collection

Break Move around (dance, stretch, 
Youtube brain break, etc.)

GoNoodle Get up and stretch GoNoodle Move around (dance, stretch, 
Youtube brain break, etc.)

Reading Read a book to yourself Read a book to a family member Read a book to your stuffed 
animals

Read a book to a pet or family 
member

Read a book to your stuffed 
animals

Phonics Heggerty: go to
https://safeYouTube.net/w/wR56 

Heggerty Go to:
https://safeYouTube.net/w/9296

Heggerty: go to
https://safeYouTube.net/w/o396

Heggerty: go to
https://safeYouTube.net/w/H4B6 

Heggerty: go to
https://safeYouTube.net/w/W196

You 
Pick

-Rainbow Words Activity 

-Kinder Challenge

-PBS Kids/Funbrain/ other 
learning    websites

-Art

-Rainbow Words Activity 

-Kinder Challenge

-PBS Kids/Funbrain/ other learning    
websites

-Art

-Rainbow Words Activity 

-Kinder Challenge

-PBS Kids/Funbrain/ other 
learning    websites

-Art

-Rainbow Words Activity 

-Kinder Challenge

-PBS Kids/Funbrain/ other 
learning    websites

-Art

-Rainbow Words Activity 

-Kinder Challenge

-PBS Kids/Funbrain/ other 
learning    websites

-Art

Week of: April 20th-24th Kindergarten Weekly Plan Continued

Zoom Classes
Times and codes will be sent via remind

Monday: Math

Wednesday: Reading/ELA

Friday: Share

Assignments to submit on Seesaw
All must be submitted by Friday, you can always post 

and share more work.

Math: Math book page 33

ELA: Shared writing pages 10-11 from Unit 
7/8 (the topic is Earth Day)

Writing: Wednesday’s writing:


